ART. 233]
ELLIPTIC CYLINDERS.
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Consider next the change of a into a+Sa. Let r be the radius vector measured from the centre. The thickness of the shell at Q, "being the projection of Sr on the normal, is pdr/r. But, since l/r2=Z2/o,2-h&c., where lt m, n are the direction cosines of r, we have dr/r^x^daja3. After omitting the factor da] a the surface density of the shell becomes px-/a? and its potential at P is adVjda, where V is the potential of the solid ellipsoid at the same point. After substituting for F the potential
becomes   2.a5c [,/"      ku(l -£—,/- --J (a?+u) Q {-   \       a?+ti    &2+w    c*
" -where the limits are 0 to o> or X to oo according as the point P is inside or outside ;the shell.
s
«*' 232. Elliptic cylinders. To find the attraction^ an internal .point of a solid homogeneous cylinder wh-ose "cross section is an ellipse and whose length is infinite in both directions.
The axial components of this attraction may be immediately deduced, from those of an ellipsoid by making one of the axes infinite. Let us make c = oo , so that the infinite cylinder stands on an ellipse whose axes are along the axes of % and y. The axial components of the attraction at any internal point (£, ??, £) are
Z = --4/*£ Y=-BPV) Z**Q, where A = f^da> and B=
Since in a cylinder (cc} y} may be regarded as the coordinates of any point on the elliptic section, we have obviously
where r' is the radius vector of the cross section in the plane of xy.    Putting for dco its usual polar value sin 6ddd$ we have
where the limits are 6 = 0 to TT and <£ = 0 to 2?r. The first integral is obviously equal to 2 and the second integral is twice the area of the ellipse, i.e. %7rab. We thus have Aa2 -f JS&2 = 4<7rab. .The axial components are therefore
"""              v        A        ab  £          v       A        &b  n
A = — 47rp------=- —,           Jr = — 4)7r/o------f T- .                      ^   •
c& + od                                 &4"00                    .-;-*
233. The potential also may be deduced from that for an ellipsoid, Art. 212. After substituting the values of A, B, and putting (7=0, we find
Since the potential of the cylinder is infinite at points on its axis, Art. 50, it is evident that D is an infinite constant which may be omitted when the axes a, b are not varied. This ex-

